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Abstract. We study the Cauchy problem for nonlocal reaction diffusion equa-
tions with bistable nonlinearity in 1D spatial domain and investigate the asymp-
totic behaviors of solutions with a one-parameter family of monotonically in-
creasing and compactly supported initial data. We show that for small values
of the parameter the corresponding solutions decay to 0, while for large val-
ues the related solutions converge to 1 uniformly on compacts. Moreover, we
prove that the transition from extinction (converging to 0) to propagation (con-
verging to 1) is sharp. Numerical results are provided to verify the theoretical
results.
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1 Introduction

Reaction-diffusion equation

ut =D△u+ru(1−u), (1.1)
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was first proposed by Fisher [27] and Kolmogorov, Petrovskii and Piskunov [31]
in 1937 to describe the spatial spread of an advantageous allele in a given species
(here D is the diffusion constant and r is the growth rate of the species).

Since then, reaction-diffusion equations have attracted considerable attention,
as they have proved to give an accurate description of various natural phenom-
ena, ranging from heat and mass transfer, chemical kinetics, population dynam-
ics, neuroscience and biomedical processes to spatial ecology. For more details
on reaction-diffusion equations and their applications, the interested reader is
referred to [37] and the references therein.

In this paper, we consider the following nonlocal reaction-diffusion equation

ut = J∗u−u− f (u), x∈R, t≥0, (1.2)

where J∗u =
∫

R
J(x−y)u(t,y)dy. This type of equations arises in applications

where there exists nonlocal interaction between the variables involved. In pop-
ulation dynamics models, for instance, there are many situations when there ex-
ists long-range mechanism (such as the individuals are competing for a resource
which can redistribute itself, etc.) which is important in the process of evolution
described (cf. [17,28,29]). In this context, the value of the population density u at
a certain point x may depend explicitly not only on the value of the function at x
but also on the values at other points: let J(x−y) be the probability distribution
of rates jumping from location y to location x, then J∗u is the rate at which indi-
viduals are arriving at position x from all other places and −u(t,x) is the rate at
which they are leaving location x to all other locations (cf. [24]).

A number of attempts were made to use nonlocal reaction-diffusion models
similar to (1.2) in other fields such as material science [15], solid phase transi-
tions [4, 21, 23, 33], and finite scale microstructures in nonlocal elasticity [35]. In
particular, the relationship between (1.2) and lattice models

ut =D[u(x+1,t)−2u(x,t)+u(x−1,t)]− f (u). (1.3)

has been explored in [3].
There is an extensive literature on other problems involving nonlocal terms of

a different type. See, for instance, [18, 19, 33] for the continuum Ising model

ut = tanh(βJ∗u−h)−u,

where β> 1 and h are constants, and [7–9, 13] for nonlocal models involving the
fractional Laplacian.

Throughout this paper, we make the following assumptions:
(H1) J∈C1(R), J≥0, J(x)= J(−x) for all x,

∫

R
Jdx=1, J′∈L1(R),

∫

R
J(x)|x|dx<∞.
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(H2) f ∈C2(R), f (s)>0 for 0< s<α, f (s)<0 for α< s<1, f (0)= f (1)=0, f ′(0)>
0, f ′(1)>0, 1+ f ′(s)>0 for s∈ (0,1), f has only one zero α in (0,1), and no zeros
outside [0,1].

A prototypical example of such function is f (s)=s(s−1)(s−α) with α∈(0,1).
Such equations play a fundamental role in population ecology. In addition, we
assume that
(H3)

∫ 1
0 f (s)ds<0, and define β by

∫ β
0 f (s)ds=0.

We should mention that the Laplacian operator △u in the classical reaction-
diffusion equation

ut =△u (1.4)

can also be written as the L2 gradient flow of the energy functional

E0[u] :=
1

2

∫

R

|∇u|2dx, (1.5)

which measures how much u deviates from being constant. Then E0[u]≥ 0 and
E0[u]=0 if and only if u≡ constant.

Consider the similar functional

E1[u] :=
1

4

∫∫

R2
J(x−y)

(

u(t,x)−u(t,y)
)2

dxdy. (1.6)

It is easy to check that E1[u]≥0 and E1[u]=0 only when u≡ constant. Moreover,
if J satisfies (H1), then J∗u−u is the L2 gradient flow of (1.6). In the sense that E0

is analogous to E1, the operator J∗u−u shares some essential properties with the
Laplacian operator △u, such as a form of the maximum principle (cf. [4, 26, 33]).

When we incorporate the nonlinear term f (u), it is easy to check that (1.2) is
the L2 gradient flow of the energy functional

E[u] :=
1

4

∫∫

R2
J(x−y)

(

u(t,x)−u(t,y)
)2

dxdy+
∫

R

F(u)dx, (1.7)

where F(u)=
∫ u

0 f (s)ds.
There has been substantial research effort devoted to nonlocal reaction-diffusion

equations of this kind. The existence, uniqueness and stability of monotone trav-
elling wave solutions of (1.2) with bistable nonlinearity in one space dimension
was investigated by Bates et al [4], Carr-Chmaj [10], Covillel-Dupaigne [17] and
Sun et al [36]. For higher dimensions, properties of solutions of nonlocal reaction
diffusion equations with bistable nonlinearities were studied by Fife-Wang [26].
Deriving the properties of solutions of non-autonomous nonlocal reaction diffu-
sion equations is another challenge. We refer the readers to [32] and references
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therein for works of the reaction diffusion equations with spatially inhomoge-
neous nonlinearities f = f (x,u).

In this paper, we study the asymptotic behaviors of solutions of the Cauchy
problem for (1.2) with initial value

u(0,x)=1[−L,L](x). (1.8)

The system (1.2)-(1.8) exhibits some interesting dynamics. By (H2), the system
has two constant steady states, 0 and 1. We are interested in the size of domains
of attraction of the two constant steady states and the transition from one to the
other when the initial conditions are varied. We are also interested in whether
there exists some initial values for which the corresponding solutions (referred to
as threshold solutions) do not converge to 0 or 1.

Threshold solution problems are difficult even for the classical diffusion. They
were first put forth by Kanel’ in [30] for ignition nonlinearities in the context of
reaction diffusion equation

ut =uxx+ f (u), (1.9)

with the initial condition (1.8), where x ∈R and the nonlinearity f is Lipschitz
and satisfies (H2). Kanel’ proved that there exists some L0 and L1 such that if
L < L0, then u(t,x) decays to 0 as t →∞; and if L > L1, then the solution u(t,x)
converges to 1 as t→∞ uniformly on compacts. Recently, Zlatoš [39] proved that
L0 = L1 and the transition is sharp: there is exactly one critical value (threshold
value), and if the initial datum equals the threshold value, u(t,x) converges to
some stationary waves of (1.1). Du and Matano [20] extended the results of [39]
to more general families of initial data. In [34], Poláčik addressed the question for
nonautonomous parabolic equations on R

N.
In this paper, we prove the similar results for (1.2). To the best of our knowl-

edge, this is the first study of threshold solutions in the context of nonlocal reaction-
diffusion equations. We state our results in the following theorem, which will be
proved in Section 3.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that J and f satisfy (H1) and (H2). Let uL : [0,∞)×R→[0,1]
be the solution of (1.2) and (1.8). Then there exists some L∗

>0 such that
(1) if L<L∗, then uL →0 uniformly on R as t→∞;
(2) if L= L∗, then uL∗

(tn,·) has a subsequence that converges to some U uni-
formly in x as tn→∞, where U is some solution of

J∗U−U+ f (U)=0

U(0)=β;
(1.10)

(3) if L>L∗, then uL →1 uniformly on compacts as t→∞.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We devote Section 2 to a sum-
mary of relevant results, including the strong maximum principle and compar-
ison principle, and some basic lemmas. In Section 3, we investigate the asymp-
totic behaviors of solutions depending on initial data and prove the main result
Theorem 1.1. Numerical experiments are provided in Section 4 to illustrate our
theoretical results. Some concluding remarks are presented in the last section.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we state and prove some lemmas that we will use later. We begin
by considering the following initial value problem (IVP):

ut = J∗u−u− f (u), x∈R, t>0,

u(0,x)=u0(x), x∈R.
(2.1)

Lemma 2.1 (Local well-posedness). Let J and f satisfy (H1) and (H2). For any 0≤
u0(x)≤1, IVP (2.1) has a unique solution u(t,x;u0) which depends continuously
on the initial condition u0(x). Moreover, u(t,x;u0)∈C([0,∞)×R), if u0(x)∈C(R).

Proof. This closely follows the proof of Theorem 2.3 from [36]. We write IVP (2.1)
in integral form as

u(t,x)=u0(x)e
−µt+

∫ t

0
e−µ(t−s)(J∗u−u− f (u)+µu)ds,

where µ= max
u∈[0,1]

| f ′(u)|+1. The local existence and uniqueness follow from the

contraction mapping theorem.
Now we prove the continuous dependence of u(t,x;u0) on u0. Let u(t,x;u0)

and v(t,x;v0) be the solution of IVP (2.1) with initial values u(0,x) = u0 and
v(0,x)=v0, respectively. Then

|u(t,x)−v(t,x)|≤ |u0−v0|e−µt+(µ+2+M)
∫ t

0
e−µ(t−s)‖u(s,·)−v(s,·)‖L∞ (R)ds,

where M := max
u∈[0,1]

| f ′(u)|. The continuous dependence can be easily proved by

Gronwall’s inequality.

The following lemma was first proved by F. Chen [11].
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Lemma 2.2. Let J satisfy (H1). Assume that, for some T>0, u∈C1([0,T],L∞(R))
is the solution of

ut ≥ J∗u−u−h(t,x)u, (t,x)∈ (0,T]×R,

u(0,x)=u0(x),x∈R,
(2.2)

where h(t,x) ∈ L∞([0,T]×R). If u0(x)≥ 0 for almost all x ∈ R, then u(t,x)≥ 0
for almost all x∈R and t∈ [0,T]. Moreover, if u(t,x) is bounded and uniformly
continuous on (t,x)∈ [0,T]×R, then either u≡0 or u>0 on (0,T]×R.

Proof. If u0(x)≥ 0 for almost all x∈R, then we deduce from the continuity that
there exists some small t0 >0 such that u(t0,x)≥0 for almost all x∈R. Were the
assertion false, there would exist a subset U ⊂ R of positive measure such that
u(t0,x)=0 and ut(t0,x)<0 for all x∈U. Then for (t0,x0)∈ (0,T]×U, we have by
(2.2)

∂u

∂t
(t0,x0)≥

∫

R

J(x0−y)u(t0,y)dy−u(t0,x0)−h(t0,x0)u(t0,x0)

=
∫

R

J(x0−y)u(t0 ,y)dy≥0.

A contradiction arises. Therefore, if u0(x)≥0 for almost all x∈R, then u(t,x)≥0
for almost all x∈R and t∈ [0,T].

Suppose now u is bounded and uniformly continuous and u 6≡0. If there exists
some point (t1,x1)∈ (0,T]×R such that u(t1,x1) = 0, then (t1,x1) is a minimum
point. It follows from (2.2) that

∫

R
J(x1−y)u(t1,y)dy=0. Thus u(t1,x)≡0 for all

x∈R. This completes the proof.

Define sub- and super-solutions as in the theory of parabolic equations, then
we have

Lemma 2.3 (Comparison Principle). Let J satisfy (H1). Suppose that u1(t,x) and
u2(t,x) are a supersolution and a subsolution of (2.1), respectively, with u1(0,x)≥
u2(0,x), for all x∈R. Then u1(t,x)≥u2(t,x) for all x∈R and t> 0. Moreover, if
u1(t,x) 6≡u2(t,x) for t>0, then u1(t,x)>u2(t,x) for all x∈R and t>0.

Proof. Apply Lemma 2.2 to u1−u2.

Combining Lemmas 2.1-2.3, we obtain the following result.

Lemma 2.4. Let J and f satisfy (H1) and (H2). Suppose that u(t,x) is the solution
of IVP (2.1) with u0(x)=1[−L,L](x). Then for fixed t>0, u is decreasing in |x|, i.e.

u(t,x)≥u(t,y), if |x|≤ |y|. (2.3)
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Proof. By symmetry, we only need to show u(t,x)≥u(t,y) if 0<x≤y. Let us now
consider IVP (2.1) with u(0,x)= χε(x), where {χε(x)}ε≥0 is a family of smooth,
nonnegative, symmetric functions. Assume further that χε(x) is decreasing in |x|
for each ε and converges to 1[−L,L](x) in L1(R) as ε→ 0. Thanks to Lemma 2.1,

such IVP has a unique continuous solution uε(t,x). Let Dh
xuε(t,x):= 1

h [u
ε(t,x+h)−

uε(t,x)] be the difference quotient of uε in the x-variable of size h for any x∈R,
t>0, and h>0. Then Dh

xuε(0,x)= 1
h

[

χε(x+h)−χε(x)
]

≤0 for x>0. On the other
hand, we have by (2.1)

∂

∂t

(

Dh
xuε(t,x)

)

=
1

h

[

∂uε

∂t
(t,x+h)− ∂uε

∂t
(t,x)

]

=
1

h

[

∫

R

J(y)
[

uε(t,x+h−y)−uε(t,x−y)
]

dy

−(uε(t,x+h)−uε(t,x))−( f (uε(t,x+h))− f (uε(t,x)))

]

=
∫

R

J(y)Dh
xuε(t,x+h)dy−Dh

xuε(t,x)− f ′(uε
θ)D

h
xuε(t,x),

(2.4)

where uε
θ is between uε(t,x+h) and uε(t,x). It then follows from Lemmas 2.2

and 2.3 that Dh
xuε(t,x) ≤ 0 for x > 0. Let ε tend to 0 for any fixed t, we have

uε(t,x)→u(t,x) uniformly in x by Lemma 2.1. The proof is complete.

Lemma 2.5. Let J and f satisfy (H1) and (H2). Suppose that u(t,x) is the solution
of IVP (2.1) with u0(x)=1[−L,L](x). Then there is a t∗>0 (possibly infinite) such

that u(t,0) as a function of t is non-increasing on [0,t∗) and non-decreasing on
[t∗,∞).

Proof. We wish to investigate the sign of the difference

Dh
t u(t,x) :=u(t+h,x)−u(t,x)

for x∈R, t>0, h>0. By use of the mean value theorem, Dh
t u satisfies

∂

∂t

(

Dh
t u

)

= J∗Dh
t u(t,x)−Dh

t u(t,x)− f ′(uθ)D
h
t u(t,x),

where uθ is between u(t,x+h) and u(t,x). Set A :={(t,x) : Dh
t u(t,x)≤0}. Then it

follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that A∩({0}×R)={0}×[−L,L]. Indeed,

Dh
t u(0,x)=

{

u(h,x)−1≤0, if |x|≤L;
u(h,x)≥0, if |x|>L.

(2.5)
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Thus by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, there exists some 0<th≤∞ such that Dh
t u(t,0)≤0 for

0≤ t< th, and Dh
t u(t,0)≥0 for t≥ th. On the other hand, we can rewrite Dh

t u(t,0)
as

Dh
t u(t,0)=Dh/2

t u(t+
h

2
,0)+Dh/2

t u(t,0).

Then we have Dh
t u(t,0)≥0 for any t≥th/2 , which implies th≤th/2. Quite similarly,

we can prove th/2− h
2 ≤ th. We have thus th ≤ t

h
2 ≤ th+ h

2 , and Lemma 2.5 follows

with t∗= lim
n→∞

t
h

2n .

Lemma 2.6. Suppose (H1)-(H3) hold. Let u : [0,∞)×R→ [0,1] be the solution of
IVP (2.1) with u0(x)= 1[−L,L](x). Then for every ǫ> 0, there is a δ> 0, depends

only on ǫ, such that if x,y∈R with |x−y|<δ, we have

|u(t,y)−u(t,x)|<ǫ, for any t>0. (2.6)

Proof. By Lemmas 2.2-2.3 and 0≤u0(x)≤1, we have 0≤u(t,x)≤1 for any (t,x)∈
[0,∞)×R. For any x,y∈R, define Du(t,x,y) := u(t,y)−u(t,x). Then from (2.1),
we obtain

∂

∂t
Du(t,x,y)=

∫

R

[

J(y−z)− J(x−z)
]

u(t,z)dz

−Du(t,x,y)−[ f (u(t,y))− f (u(t,x))]

=
∫

R

[

J(y−z)− J(x−z)
]

u(t,z)dz−(1+ f ′(uθ))Du(t,x,y),

(2.7)

where uθ is between u(t,y) and u(t,x). Since J′(x)∈L1(R), we can find a constant
L1>0 such that

∫

R

|J(y−z)− J(x−z)|dz= |y−x|
∫

R

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ 1

0
J′(x+µ(y−x)−z)dµ

∣

∣

∣

∣

dz

≤|y−x|
∫

R

∫ 1

0
|J′(x+µ(y−x)−z)|dµdz≤L1|y−x|.

Note that Du(0,x,y)=1[−L,L](y)−1[−L,L](x)=2|y−x|. Let v(t) be the solution of

v′(t)=L1 |y−x|−L0v(t), t>0,

v(0)=Du(0,x,y),
(2.8)

where L0 := inf
0≤u≤1

(1+ f ′(u)). By (H2), L0>0. Then

0<v(t)= e−L0tDu(0,x,y)+
L1

L0
|y−x|(1−e−L0t)≤ (2+

L1

L0
)|y−x|.
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Since Du(t,x,y) satisfies

∂

∂t
Du(t,x,y)≤L1 |y−x|−L0Du(t,x,y), t>0,

Du(0,x,y)=Du(0,x,y),

thus we have by a comparison between (2.8) and (2) that

|u(t,y)−u(t,x)|= |Du(t,x,y)|≤v(t)≤ (2+
L1

L0
)|y−x|.

Thus for every ǫ> 0, there exists a δ= ǫ

2+
L1
L0

> 0 such that |x−y|< δ implies that

|u(t,y)−u(t,x)|<ǫ, uniformly in t>0.

The following lemmas deal with the asymptotic behavior as t→∞ of solutions
of (1.2). We focus on the situations in which a solution approaches a monotonic
travelling front or a combination of two travelling fronts moving in opposite di-
rections, uniformly in x and exponentially in t as t→∞.

Throughout this paper, a travelling front of (1.2) always refer to a pair (U,c),
where U =U(ξ)∈ [0,1] is a function on R and c is a constant, such that u(t,x)=
U(x−ct) :=U(ξ) is a solution of (1.2), U′(ξ)>0 for finite ξ= x−ct and

lim
ξ→−∞

U(ξ)=0, lim
ξ→∞

U(ξ)=1.

Such a function U(ξ) satisfies the ordinary differential equation

cU′+ J∗U−U− f (U)=0. (2.9)

Multiplying both sides of (2.9) by U′ and integrating over R with respect to ξ, we
have

c
∫

R

(U′)2dξ=
∫

R

f (U)dU=
∫ 1

0
f (U)dU. (2.10)

Then it follows from assumption (H3) that

c<0.

Remark 2.7. The existence and uniqueness up to translation of travelling front of
(1.2) has been extensively studied. We refer interested readers to [4, 36] and the
references therein.

By Theorem 3.1 in [36], the following inequalities hold.
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Lemma 2.8. Suppose (H1)-(H3) hold. (U,c) is a travelling front of (1.2) satisfying
U′(ξ)>0. Then there exist constants λ1<0 and λ2>0 such that

keλ1ξ ≤1−U(ξ)≤Keλ1 ξ , for ξ≥0,

k̄eλ2ξ ≤U(ξ)≤ K̄eλ2ξ , for ξ≤0.
(2.11)

Here k, K, k̄ and K̄ are positive constants.

Lemma 2.9. Suppose (H1)-(H3) hold. Let u : [0,∞)×R→ [0,1] be the solution of
(1.2). Suppose that

0≤u0(x)≤1, limsup
x→−∞

u0(x)<α, liminf
x→∞

u0(x)>α.

Then there exist constants x1, x2, κ>0, ε0>0 such that

U(x−ct−x1)−ε0e−κt≤u(t,x)≤U(x−ct−x2)+ε0e−κt (2.12)

for all x∈R and t>0. Here α∈(0,1) is the same as in assumption (H2), i.e. f (α)=0.
(U,c) is a travelling front of (1.2).

Proof. We prove only the right-hand inequality, the other is similar. Functions
p(t) and ε(t) will be chosen such that

v(t,x) :=min{1,U(x−ct−p(t))+ε(t)} (2.13)

is a supersolution of IVP (2.1). Let ε0 be any number such that

limsup
x→−∞

u0(x)< ε0 <α.

Then take sufficiently large x∗>0 such that

U(x̃−x∗)+ε0≥u0(x̃) for all x̃ := x−ct.

Let

Φ(u,ε) :=

{

1
ε

[

f (u)− f (u+ε)
]

, ε>0;
− f ′(u), ε=0.

(2.14)

Then Φ(u,ε) is continuous for ε≥ 0, and for 0< ε≤ ε0 we have 0< ε≤ ε0 < α. It

follows from (H2) that Φ(0,ε)=− f (ε)

ε
<0 and Φ(0,0)=− f ′(0)<0. Thus we can

find some κ>0 such that

Φ(0,ε)≤−2κ, for 0≤ ε≤ ε0 .
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By continuity, we can find some small d>0 so that

Φ(u,ε)≤−κ, for 0≤u≤d, 0≤ ε≤ ε0 . (2.15)

In this range, we have

f (u)− f (u+ε)≤−κε.

Setting η(t) := x−ct−p(t), and using the fact that

cU′+ J∗U−U− f (U)=0,

we obtain that

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)

=(−c−p′(t))U′(η)+ε′(t)− J∗U(η)+U(η)+ f (U(η)+ε(t))

=−p′(t)U′(η)+ε′(t)− f (U(η))+ f (U(η)+ε(t)),

if v<1 (noting the definition of v). Thus when 0≤u≤d, 0≤ ε≤ ε0 , we have

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)≥−p′(t)U′(η)+ε′(t)+κε(t)≥+ε′(t)+κε(t),

provided p′(t)<0, since U′
>0 (see the definition of U). We choose ε(t)= ε0e−κt,

which results in

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)≥0.

By possibly further reducing the size of κ and d and using the same arguments,
we may also obtain that

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)≥0, when 1−d≤u≤1.

For intermediate values d≤u≤ 1−d, by the monotonicity of U and (H2), we
can find a c0>0 and a κ1>0 such that

U′≥ c0 and f (U+ε)− f (U)≥−κ1 ε. (2.16)

Therefore, if v<1, then

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)≥−c0 p′(t)−κε0e−κt−κ1ε0e−κt.

We now set

p(t)= x∗−c2+c2e−κt,
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where c2=
ε0

κc0
(κ+κ1). Thus p′(t)=−c2κe−κt=− ε0

c0
(κ+κ1)e

−κt
<0. Consequently,

p(t) is decreasing and approaches a finite limit x∗−c2 as t→∞. Thus

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)≥0

whenever v< 1 in this range, and by our assumption on x∗, v is a supersolution
of (1.2) if v<1. Therefore

u(t,x)≤v(t,x)≤U(x−ct−p(t))+ε0e−κt

≤U(x−ct−x∗+c2)+ε0e−κt
(2.17)

Taking x2= x∗−c2, we complete the proof.

Lemma 2.10. Suppose (H1)-(H3) hold. Let u : [0,∞)×R→ [0,1] be the solution of
IVP (2.1) with u0(x) satisfying 0≤u0(x)≤1, and

limsup
|x|→∞

u0(x)<α, u0(x)>α+ ᾱ, for |x|< L̄,

where ᾱ and L̄ are positive constants. Then if L̄ is sufficiently large (depending
on ᾱ and f ), there exist constants x1, x2,κ>0 and ε0>0 such that

U(x−ct−x1)+U(−x−ct−x1)−1−ε0e−κt ≤u(t,x)

≤U(x−ct−x2)+U(−x−ct−x2)−1+ε0e−κt
(2.18)

for all x∈R and t>0.

Proof. First we prove the right-hand inequality. We get from Lemma 2.9 that there
exist constants x2, κ1>0 and ε1>0 such that

u(t,x)≤U(x−ct−x2)+ε1e−κ1t.

The same argument applied to u(t,−x) leads to

u(t,x)≤U(−x−ct− x̄2)+ ε̄1e−κ1t (2.19)

for some x̄2, ε̄1 > 0, and κ1 > 0. Since decreasing x2 and x̄2 and increasing ε1 and
ε̄1 strengthens the inequality, we may assume that x2= x̄2<0 and ε1= ε̄1. Hence

u(t,x)≤min{U(x−ct−x2),U(−x−ct−x2)}+ε1e−κ1t. (2.20)

If x≥0, the monotonicity of U implies

U(x−ct−x2)≥U(−x−ct−x2).
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Furthermore, by Lemma 2.8, there exists some K>0 and λ1<0 such that

1−U(x−ct−x2)≤1−U(−ct−x2)≤Keλ1(−ct−x2).

Hence from (2.20), for suitable ε0> ε1 and −x2 large enough, we have

u(t,x)≤U(−x−ct−x2)+ε1e−κ1t

≤U(−x−ct−x2)+ε1e−κ1t+U(x−ct−x2)−1+Keλ1(−ct−x2)

≤U(−x−ct−x2)+U(x−ct−x2)−1+ε0e−κ1t.

A similar argument may be used for x≤0. Thus the right-hand inequality holds.
We now prove the left-hand inequality of (2.18). Define

v(t,x) :=max{U(ζ+)+U(ζ−)−1−ε(t),0},

where U(ζ+) :=U(x−ct−ζ(t)), U(ζ−) :=U(−x−ct−ζ(t)), for suitable ε(t)>0
and ζ(t)< 0 (with ζ′(t)> 0). We intend to prove that if v> 0, v is a subsolution.
By (2.9), if v>0, we easily obtain

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)

=U′(ζ+)(−c−ζ′(t))+U′(ζ−)(−c−ζ′(t))−ε′(t)

− J∗(U′(ζ+)+U′(ζ−))+U′(ζ+)+U′(ζ−)+ f
(

U(ζ+)+U(ζ−)−1−ε(t)
)

=−ζ′(t)(U′(ζ+)+U′(ζ−))−ε′(t)

− f (U(ζ+))− f (U(ζ−))+ f
(

U(ζ+)+U(ζ−)−1−ε(t)
)

.

Let ε′0 and ε2 be positive constants such that

α<1−ε2<1−ε′0<α+ ᾱ,

and let d be as in the proof of Lemma 2.9. We then see that for some κ>0,

f
(

U(ζ+)+U(ζ−)−1−ε(t)
)

− f (U(ζ−))≤−κ(1−U(ζ+)+ε(t))

for 1−d≤U(ζ−)≤ 1, 0≤ 1−U(ζ+)+ε(t)≤ ε2 . The latter inequality holds if 0≤
ε(t)≤ ε′0 , x≥ 0, and sufficiently large −ζ(t). Indeed, noting c< 0, we obtain, by
the monotonicity of U and Lemma 2.8, that

1−U(ζ+)+ε(t)≤1−U(−ζ(t))+ε′0 ≤Keλ1(−ζ(t))+ε′0≤ ε2.

Finally note that

− f (U(ζ+))= f (1)− f (U(ζ+ ))≤M(1−U(ζ+)),
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for M = max
θ∈[0,1]

| f ′(θ)| > 0. Therefore, for 1−d ≤ U(ζ−) ≤ 1, 0 ≤ ε(t) ≤ ε′0, x ≥ 0,

sufficiently large −ζ(t) and ζ′(t)>0, we have

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)

=−ζ′(t)(U′(ζ+)+U′(ζ−))−ε′(t)− f (U(ζ+))− f (U(ζ−))

+ f
(

U(ζ+)+U(ζ−)−1−ε(t)
)

≤−ε′(t)+M(1−U(ζ+))−κ(1−U(ζ+)+ε(t))

≤ (M−κ)(1−U(ζ+))−ε′(t)−κε(t)

≤ (M−κ)Keλ1(−ct−ζ(t))−ε′(t)−κε(t).

Setting ε(t) := ε′0e−κ2t for 0<κ2<κ, we obtain for the above range,

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)

≤ (M−κ)Keλ1(−ct−ζ(t))−(κ−κ2)ε
′
0e−κ2t≤0,

(2.21)

provided κ2<λ1c and −ζ large enough.
A similar argument holds for 0≤U(ζ−)≤d, 0≤ ε(t)≤ ε′0 , x≥0, provided v>0.

Finally for d≤U(ζ−)≤1−d, x≥0, we have

f
(

U(ζ+)+U(ζ−)−1−ε(t)
)

− f (U(ζ−))≤κ3

(

1−U(ζ+)+ε(t)
)

,

U′(ζ+)+U′(ζ−)≥2c0 >0,

for some c0>0 and κ3>0. Therefore,

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)

=−ζ′(t)(U′(ζ+)+U′(ζ−))−ε′(t)− f (U(ζ+))− f (U(ζ−))

+ f
(

U(ζ+)+U(ζ−)−1−ε(t)
)

≤−2c0ζ′(t)+(κ3+M)Keλ1(−ct−ζ(t))+(κ2+κ3)ε
′
0e−κ2t.

Choose ζ(t) such that

−2c0ζ′(t)+(κ3+M)Ke−cλ1t+(κ2+κ3)ε
′
0e−κ2t=0,

with ζ(0) sufficiently large and negative. Then from above we have

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)≤0,

for all x≥ 0 with v> 0. A similar argument shows that this conclusion holds for
x≤0 as well. Now v will be a subsolution if we can prove that v(0,x)≤u0(x). We
note that

v(0,x)=U(x−ζ(0))+U(−x−ζ(0))−1−ε′0 <1−ε′0<α+ ᾱ≤u0(x)
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for |x|≤ L̄, and
v(0,x)≤U(−L0−ζ(0))−ε′0 ≤0≤u0(x)

for |x| ≥ L0, for some L0 depending on ζ(0). Therefore if L̄ ≥ L0, we shall have
v(0,x)≤ u0(x) for all x. Thus v(t,x)> 0 is a subsolution to (2.1). It now follows
that

u(t,x)≥v(t,x)≥U(x−ct−ζ(∞))+U(−x−ct−ζ(∞))−1−ε′0e−κ2t.

Set x1= ζ(∞) and κ=min{κ1,κ2}. This completes the proof.

Lemma 2.11. There exit functions ω(ǫ) and T(ǫ), defined for small positive ǫ and
satisfying lim

ǫ↓0
ω(ǫ)=0, such that if

|u(t0,x)−U(x−ct0−x0)|<ǫ (2.22)

for some x0, t0>T(ǫ), and all x<0, then

|u(t,x)−U(x−ct−x0)|<ω(ǫ)

for all t> t0 and x<0.

Proof. Define v(t,x)=max{U(x−ct−p(t))−ε0 e−κt,0}, where p(t)=c1+c2e−κt. If
κ > 0 is sufficiently small and c2 = cκε0 for a certain constant cκ depending only
on κ, then for arbitrary c1 and ε0, using the same procedure as in Lemma 2.9, we
have

vt− J∗v+v+ f (v)≤0, if v>0.

From (2.22), we have
u(t0,x)≥U(x−ct0−x0)−ǫ.

If we now set ε0=ǫeκt0 , c2=ǫcκeκt0 , and c1= x0−ǫcκ , then

v(t0,x)=U(x−ct0−x0)−ǫ≤u(t0 ,x).

From Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 2.8, we have, for some K>0 and λ1<0

u(t,0)≥2U(−ct−x1)−1−ε′0e−κ′t

≥1−ε′0e−κ′t−2Keλ1(−ct−x1).

On the other hand, for t≥ t0, if v>0,

v(t,0)=U(−ct−p(t))−ε0e−κt
<1−ε0e−κt =1−ǫeκt0−κt.
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Thus
u(t,0)−v(t,0)≥−ε′0e−κ′t−2Keλ1(−ct−x1)+ǫeκt0−κt. (2.23)

Choose κ such that 0<κ<κ′ , κ<λ1c. Thus

u(t,0)−v(t,0)≥ [ǫ−(ε′0+2Ke−λ1x1)e−κt0 ]eκt0−κt
>0 (2.24)

for sufficiently large t0. Therefore, it follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that v(t,x)≤
u(t,x) in the region x<0 and t≥ t0. That is to say, if v>0, then

u(t,x)≥v(t,x)=U(x−ct−p(t))−ε0e−κt ≥U(x−ct−x0)−ω(ǫ),

for x<0 and t≥ t0. A similar argument can be used to show that u(t,x)≤U(x−
ct−x0)+ω(ǫ). This completes the proof.

3 Proof of Theorem 1.1

We can now prove our main result. Assume again that J satisfies (H1), and f
satisfies (H2)-(H3). Let uL be the solution of the initial value problem

ut = J∗u−u− f (u), x∈R, t≥0, (3.1)

u(0,x)=1[−L,L](x),x∈R. (3.2)

Define two sets M0 and M1 as follows:

M0 :={L>0 : lim
t→∞

‖uL(t,·)‖L∞(R)=0}, (3.3)

and

M1 :={L>0 : uL(t,·)→1, as t→∞, uniformly on compact sets in R}. (3.4)

Let T deonote the threshold set

T :=(0,∞)\(M0∪M1). (3.5)

The comparison principle (Lemma 2.3) implies the threshold set T, if nonempty,
lies between M0 and M1. The following lemma gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for checking whether a value L is an element of M0.

Proposition 3.1. Let β be such that
∫ β

0 f (s)ds = 0. Then L ∈ M0 if and only if

lim
t→∞

uL(t,0)<β.
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.5 that uL
∗ := lim

t→∞
uL(t,0) is well

defined and non-decreasing in L. It suffices to show that if uL
∗ < β, then L∈ M0.

Suppose now uL
∗ < β. Consequently, by Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, it is possible

to find a t0 such that for all x∈R and t≥ t0,

uL(t,x)≤ 1

2

(

uL
∗+β

)

.

Given any ε>0, we can define a Lipschitz function f̃ : [0,1]→R such that






































f̃ =0 on [0,ε], f̃ ′(ε)>0,

f̃ ≤ f on
(

ε,
1

2
(uL

∗+β)
]

and f̃ has a single zero within this interval,

f̃ <0 on
(1

2
(uL

∗+β),1
)

, f̃ (1)=0, f̃ ′(1)>0,
∫ 1

0
f̃ (θ)dθ>0.

Since f̃ ≤ f on
(

0, 1
2(u

L
∗+β)

)

, starting from time t0, we have

uL
t ≤ J∗uL−uL− f̃ (uL),

that is, uL is a subsolution of the equation

vt= J∗v−v− f̃ (v). (3.6)

Let v(t,x)=φ(x−νt) be a travelling front of (3.6) satisfying φ(−∞)=ε and φ(∞)=
1. It follows by (2.10) that in this case ν>0. Note that

uL
t ≤ J∗uL−uL+MuL,

where M= max
s∈[0,1]

{− f ′(s)}. Hence by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, we have

uL(t,x)≤ eMtw(t,x),

where w is the solution of the following Cauchy problem:

wt= J∗w−w,w(0,x)=u0(x).

Applying the Fourier transform to this equation, we have ŵ(t,ξ)=e( Ĵ (ξ)−1)tû0(ξ).
Taking the inverse Fourier transform, it follows from J∈L1(R) and the compact-
ness of the support of u0(x) = 1[−L,L](x) that, w(t,x)→ 0, as |x| → ∞, for fixed
t0<∞. And so

uL(t0,x)→0, as |x|→∞, for fixed t0<∞.
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Consequently, for sufficiently large x0, we have (recall that φ(∞) = 1, uL(t0,·)∈
(0,1))

uL(t0,x)≤φ(x+x0−νt0).

Since φ is a solution and uL is a subsolution of (3.6), it immediately follows that

uL(t,x)≤φ(x+x0−νt) for all t≥ t0.

Then uL(t,0)≤φ(x0−νt)→ ε, as t→∞ (note that ν>0). Thus for any ε>0, uL
∗≤ ε.

Therefore, uL
∗ =0 and L∈M0.

Proposition 3.2. M0 is open.

Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that L ∈ M0 if L is small enough. Thus
M0 6=∅. Set L0 :=supM0, then 0<L0≤∞, and the comparison principle (Lemma
2.3) gives (0,L0)⊂ M0. It remains to show that L0 /∈ M0 if L0

< ∞. Suppose the
contrary, then given any ε0>0, there would exist some t0>0 such that

uL0(t,·)≤ ε0 for all t≥ t0.

By the continuous dependence of uL on initial value, for arbitrary small positive
constant ε, we can find a δ>0 sufficiently small such that

|uL̃(t,x)−uL0(t,x)|< ε,

for L̃ :=L0+δ. Consequently, if t≥ t0,

uL̃(t,x)≤ ε0+ε,

which follows that lim
t→∞

uL̃(t,x)=0 and L̃∈M0. This contradicts the definition of

L0.

Proposition 3.3. L∈M1 if and only if lim
t→∞

uL(t,0)>β.

Proof. It suffices to show that if lim
t→∞

uL(t,0)> β, then L∈ M1. We first claim that

lim
t→∞

uL(t,0)=1. Otherwise, for any γ∈ ( lim
t→∞

uL(t,0),1), we can define a Lipschitz

function g satisfying







g(s)≥ f (s), for s≥0;
g(0)= g(γ0)= g(γ)=0 where γ0∈ (0,γ);
g′(0)>0, g′(γ)>0 and

∫ γ
0 g(s)ds<0 .
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Let v(t,x) be the solution of

vt= J∗v−v−g(v),t>0,x∈R,v(0,x)=1[−L,L](x), (3.7)

and ψ be the unique travelling front (with speed µ) of (3.7) satisfying ψ′
> 0,

ψ(−∞) = 0 and ψ(∞) = γ. (note that by (2.10) µ < 0) Applying Lemma 2.10 to
(3.7), then there exist x1, x2, ε>0, and κ>0 so that

ψ(x−µt−x1)+ψ(−x−µt−x1)−1−ε0e−κt≤v(t,x)

≤ψ(x−µt−x2)+ψ(−x−µt−x2)−1+ε0e−κt

If x is positive and bounded, then

v(t,x)≤ψ(x−µt−x2)+ψ(−µt−x2)−1+ε0e−κt.

By Lemma 2.8, there exists some k>0, K>0 and λ1<0 such that

keλ1ξ ≤1−ψ(ξ)≤Keλ1 ξ , for ξ≥0.

Therefore, for −µt−x2≥0, we have

v(t,x)≤ψ(x−µt−x2)−keλ1(−µt−x2)+ε0e−κt.

Similarly, for −µt−x1≥0, we have

v(t,x)≥ψ(−µt−x1)+ψ(−x−µt−x1)−1−ε0e−κt

≥ψ(−x−µt−x1)−Keλ1(−µt−x1)+ε0e−κt.

Letting t→∞, we have

lim
t→∞

v(t,x)=ψ(∞)=γ in L∞
loc(R). (3.8)

Since g≥ f , by the comparison principle, we have

γ= lim
t→∞

v(t,x)≤ lim
t→∞

uL(t,x)≤ lim
t→∞

uL(t,0)<γ, (3.9)

which in turn forces a contradiction. Thus lim
t→∞

uL(t,0)= 1 if lim
t→∞

uL(t,0)> β and

we have by (3.9) that

lim
t→∞

uL(t,x)=1 in L∞
loc(R),

and so L∈M1.
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Proposition 3.4. M1 is either empty or open.

Proof. Suppose that M1 6=∅ (t∗ defined in Lemma 2.5 is finite), and set L1=infM1.
Then the comparison theorem gives (L1,∞)⊂M1. It remains to prove L1 /∈M1, but
this follows easily by a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.2.

Proposition 3.5. If lim
t→∞

uL(t,0)= β, then L∈T. Furthermore, uL(tn,x) converges

to u∞(x) as tn→∞ for some tn in L∞
loc(R), where u∞(x) satisfies

J∗u∞−u∞− f (u∞)=0,

u∞(0)=β.
(3.10)

Proof. The basic idea in the proof comes from [4] and [25]. In what follows, for
notational convenience, we will suppress the superscript L. If lim

t→∞
u(t,0)=β, then

0≤ lim
t→∞

u(t,x)≤β for all x∈R. Consequently, by (2.10), in this case

c=

∫

R
f (u)du

∫

R
(U′)2dξ

=

∫ β
0 f (u)du

∫

R
(U′)2dξ

=0.

We know that u is bounded and equicontinuous for t ≥ N by Lemmas 2.2,
2.3 and 2.6. Let {t′n} be a given sequence. If there is a finite accumulation point
t∞, then the continuity of u implies that u(t,·) approaches u(t∞,·) along a subse-
quence. So assume there is none. For any K> 0, let uK(t,x) be the restriction of
u to the set |x|≤K, t≥ N. Applying Arzelà-Ascoli theorem, for each K= 1,2,···,
there exists a subsequence {tn,K} such that {uK(tn,K,x)} converges as tn,K →∞ in
L∞[−K,K]. We may always choose {tn,K+1} to be a subsequence of {tn,K}. We
then take a diagonal subsequence of {tn,K}, denoted by {tn}, such that {u(tn,x)}
converges uniformly on each interval [−K,K] to a limit u∞(x), as tn→∞ in the L∞

norm.
Define the left truncation

w(t,x) :=

{

η(−x−t)u(t,x), x<0;
1−η(x)(1−u(t,x)), x≥0;

(3.11)

where η∈C∞(R) satisfies η(x)=1 for x≤0 and η(x)=0 for x≥1. Then 0≤w(t,x)≤
1, w(t,x)≡0 for x≤−t−1, and w(t,x)≡1 for x≥1. Besides, it is easy to see that
w(t,x)≥u(t,x) for x≥0, and w(t,x)≤u(t,x) for x<0.

We define a Lyapunov functional by

V(t) :=
∫

R

[

1

2
(J∗w−w)w−F(w)+H(x)F(1)

]

dx,
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where F(u) :=
∫ u

0 f (s)ds, H(x) is the Heaviside step function. Now we are going
to prove that V is well-defined and bounded for all t≥ 0. To start with, the last
two terms can be splitted into three parts (note that w(t,x)≡0 for x≤−t−1, and
w(t,x)≡1 for x≥1):

∫

R

[H(x)F(1)−F(w)]dx=−
∫ −t

−t−1
F(w)dx−

∫ 0

−t
F(w)dx+

∫ 1

0
(F(1)−F(w))dx.

From now on, let C be a generic positive constant which may vary from line to
line. By (H2) and (H3), there exists some constant C such that |F(u)|= |

∫ u
0 [ f (s)−

f (0)]ds|≤ max
sθ∈(0,s)

| f ′(sθ)| 1
2 u2≤Cu2. Therefore, it is easy to check that the first and

the last term above are bounded. For the second term, noting that
∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ 0

−t
F(w)dx

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤C
∫ 0

−t
w2dx≤C

∫ 0

−t
wdx=C

∫ 0

−t
udx,

then we have by Lemma 2.10 with c=0 that

u≤U(x−x2)+U(−x−x2)−1+ε0e−κt≤U(−x−x2)+ε0e−κt. (3.12)

Hence
∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ 0

−t
F(w)dx

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤C
∫ 0

−t
U(x−x2)dx+Cte−κt. (3.13)

On the other hand, since f ′(0)>0, we can always find some positive constants C
and R such that for x≤−R,

J∗U(x)−U(x)= f (U)= f (U)− f (0)≥CU(x).

Integrating the above inequality on (−∞,−R], we have

∫ −R

−∞
U(x)dx≤C

∫ −R

−∞
[J∗U(x)−U(x)]dx

=C
∫ −R

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
J(y)

(

U(x−y)−U(x)
)

dydx

=−C
∫ −R

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
J(y)

∫ 1

0
U′(x−sy)ydsdydx

=−C
∫ ∞

−∞
yJ(y)

∫ 1

0
[U(−R−sy)−U(−∞)]dsdy

≤C
∫ ∞

−∞
|y|J(y)dy<∞.
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Thus
∫ 0

−∞
U(x)dx<∞. (3.14)

In addition, by L’hopstipal’s Rule,

lim
t→∞

te−κt = lim
t→∞

1

κ
e−κt =0. (3.15)

Therefore |
∫ 0
−t F(w)dx| and hence |

∫

R
[H(x)F(1)−F(w)]dx| is bounded for all t≥

0.
For the first term, note that

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

R

(J∗w−w)wdx

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤
∫

R

|(J∗w−w)w|dx≤
∫

R

|J∗w−w|dx.

Thus it is sufficient to show that
∫

R
|J∗w−w|dx<∞. We split this integration with

respect to the three intervals: (−∞,−t], (−t,0], (0,∞) and denote the resulting
integrals by I1, I2 and I3, respectively. Recalling w≤u if x≤0, we find that

I1=
∫ −t

−∞
|J∗w−w|dx=

∫ −t

−∞

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ ∞

−∞
J(x−y)(w(t,y)−w(t,x))dy

∣

∣

∣

∣

dx

≤
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)|w(t,y)−w(t,x)|dy

+
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ ∞

0
J(x−y)|w(t,y)−w(t,x)|dy

≤
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)w(t,y)dy+

∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)w(t,x)dy

+2
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ ∞

0
J(x−y)dy

≤
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ 0

−t−1
J(x−y)w(t,y)dy+

∫ −t

−t−1
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)w(t,x)dy

+2
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ ∞

0
J(x−y)dy

≤
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ 0

−t−1
J(x−y)u(t,y)dy+

∫ −t

−t−1
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)u(t,x)dy

+2
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ ∞

0
J(x−y)dy

:= I11+ I12+ I13.
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We are now in position to apply Lemma 2.10 to u. Therefore

I11+ I12≤
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ 0

−t−1
J(x−y)[U(y−x2)+U(−y−x2)−1+ε0e−κt]dy

+
∫ −t

−t−1
[U(x−x2)+U(−x−x2)−1+ε0e−κt]dx

≤
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ 0

−t−1
J(x−y)U(y−x2)dy+(t+1)ε0e−κt

+U(−t−x2)+ε0e−κt.

Rewriting the first term above, we get

∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ 0

−t−1
J(x−y)U(y−x2)dy

=
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ − t
2

−t−1
J(x−y)U(y−x2)dy+

∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ 0

− t
2

J(x−y)U(y−x2)dy

≤
∫ ∞

−1
(1+y)J(y)dyU(− t

2
−x2)+

t

2

∫ ∞

t
2

J(y)dy

≤ (1+
∫

R

|y|J(y)dy)U(− t

2
−x2)+

∫ ∞

t
2

yJ(y)dy.

Moreover, we have

I13=2
∫ −t

−∞
dx

∫ ∞

0
J(x−y)dy≤2

∫ ∞

t
|y|J(y)dy.

Combining those above estimates, we conclude that I1 is bounded for all t≥0. In
fact, it is easy to see that I1→0 as t→∞. Similarly,

I2=
∫ 0

−t
|J∗w−w|dx

≤
∫ 0

−t
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)|w(t,y)−w(t,x)|dy+

∫ 0

−t
dx

∫ ∞

0
J(x−y)|w(t,y)−w(t,x)|dy

≤
∫ 0

−t
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)[w(t,y)+w(t,x)]dy+2

∫ 0

−t
dx

∫ ∞

0
J(x−y)dy := I21+ I22.
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Noting that w=u when x∈ (−t,0) and then applying Lemma 2.10, we have

I21=
∫ 0

−t
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)u(t,y)dy+

∫ 0

−t
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)u(t,x)dy

≤
∫ 0

−t
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)(U(y−x2)+U(−y−x2)−1+ε0e−κt)dy

+
∫ 0

−t
dx

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)(U(x−x2)+U(−x−x2)−1+ε0e−κt)dy

≤
∫ 0

−∞
U(y−x2)dy+2tε0e−κt+

∫ 0

−t
U(x−x2)dx,

which is bounded by (3.14) and (3.15). Since (H1) implies

I22≤2
∫ ∞

0
|y|J(y)dy<∞,

we can conclude that I2<∞. Finally, we have

I3=
∫ 1

0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

R

J(x−y)(w(t,y)−w(t,x))dy

∣

∣

∣

∣

dx+
∫ ∞

1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

R

J(x−y)(w(t,y)−w(t,x))dy

∣

∣

∣

∣

dx

≤2
∫ 1

0

∫

R

J(x−y)dydx+2
∫ ∞

1

∫ 0

−∞
J(x−y)dydx+

∫ ∞

1

∫ 1

0
J(x−y)dydx

≤C(1+
∫

R

|y|J(y)dy)<∞.

Combining the estimates for I1−I3, we have proved that the Lyapunov functional

V[w] is bounded for all t≥0. By Lebesgue’s Theorem and the fact that ∂w
∂t , J∗w−w

and f (w) are bounded for t≥ 0, we can change the order of differentiation and
integration to obtain

V ′(t)=
∫

R

(J∗w−w− f (w))
∂w

∂t
(t,x)dx.

Define Q(t) by Q(t) :=
∫

R
(J∗w−w− f (w))2dx. We proceed to show P(t) :=

V ′(t)−Q(t)→ 0 as t → ∞. Since P(t)≡ 0 if x ∈ (−∞,−t−1]∪(−t,0)∪[1,∞), we
have

P(t)=
∫ −t

−t−1

(

J∗w−w− f (w)

)(

∂w

∂t
− J∗w+w+ f (w)

)

dx

+
∫ 1

0

(

J∗w−w− f (w)

)(

∂w

∂t
− J∗w+w+ f (w)

)

dx :=P1+P2.
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It follows from (H2), Lemma 2.10 and the boundedness of ∂w
∂t , J∗w−w and f (w)

that

P1≤C
∫ −t

−t−1
|J∗w−w− f (w)|dx

≤C
∫ −t

−t−1
|J∗w−w|dx+C

∫ −t

−t−1
| f (w)|dx

≤ I1+C
∫ −t

−t−1
Cwdx≤ I1+C

∫ −t

−t−1
udx

≤ I1+C
∫ −t

−t−1
[U(x−x2)+U(−x−x2)−1+ε0e−κt]dx

≤ I1+CU(−t−x2)+ε0e−κt→0, as t→∞.

The definition of I1 was mentioned earlier. Similarly, we can prove that P2 con-
verges to 0 as t→∞. Therefore

V ′(t)−Q(t)=P(t)→0 as t→∞. (3.16)

Since Q(t)≥ 0, it follows that liminf
t→∞

V ′(t)≥ 0. Note that liminf
t→∞

V ′(t)> 0 implies

V(t)→∞ as t→∞, which is a contradiction. Thus there exists a sequence {tn}
with tn→∞ such that V ′(tn)→0. Combining this and (3.16), we have

lim
tn→∞

Q(tn)=0. (3.17)

Thus there is a subsequence of {tn}, denote by {t′n} such that w(t′n,x) converges
to a limit function w∞ in the L∞ norm. From this and (3.17), for any finite interval
I,

∫

I
(J∗w−w− f (w))2 |t=t′n dx→

∫

I
(J∗w∞−w∞− f (w∞))2dx=0.

Thus w∞ is a stationary wave of (1.2):

J∗w∞−w∞− f (w∞)=0. (3.18)

Note that w∞(0) = lim
t′n→∞

w(t′n,0) = lim
t′n→∞

u(t′n,0) = β. Since w = u, if −t ≤ x ≤ 0,

then u∞(x)=w∞(x) for x< 0. The proof is completed by using the symmetrical
argument for x≥0.

Remark 3.6. If the monotonicity assumption 1+ f ′(s)>0 for all s∈ (0,1) in (H2) is
violated, u∞ might be discontinuous. See Section 3 in [4] for more details.

The following proposition shows the sharpness of transition between extinc-
tion and propagation.
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Proposition 3.7. There is only one element in T.

Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that L1 < L2 are both in T. Let ui be the solution
of (3.1) with ui(0,x)=1(−Li,Li)

(x), i=1,2. We then have lim
t→∞

u1(t,0)=β. Note that

the equation (3.1) is translation invariant, thus we have ū(t,ε)→β as t→∞ when
ū solves (3.1) with initial condition ū(0,x)= 1(−L1+ε,L1+ε)(x). But if |ε|< L2−L1,

then ū(0,x)<u2(0,x) and by the comparison principle,

u∞(0)=β= lim
t→∞

ū(t,ε)≤ lim
t→∞

u2(t,ε)=u∞(ε),

which contradicts Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The first conclusion can be proved by combining the proofs
of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. For the third conclusion, it can be proved using Propo-
sitions 3.3 and 3.4. Finally, the second conclusion is straightforward combining
Propositions 3.5 and 3.7.

4 Numerical Results

In this section, we present a numerical example to illustrate the results of The-

orem 1.1. Set f (u) = u(u−α)(u−1) and J(x) = 1√
2π

e−
1
2 x2

. It is easy to verify

that J satisfies (H1), and f satisfies (H2) and (H3) (we have by a simple calcula-

tion that β= 1
3(−

√

2(2α−1)(α−2)+2α+2). Consider a two dimensional region
R= [0,T]×[−X,X] with X = 120 and T = 200. We obtain the following uniform
grid by choosing M=48000 and N=400:

xi =−X+i△x for i=0,.. .,M, (4.1)

tk = k△t for k=0,.. .,N, (4.2)

where △x= 2X
M and △t= T

N . We shall use the convention of using uk
i to denote

u(tk ,xi), where i=0,.. .,M, k=0,.. .,N. As in [2], we use a standard finite difference
scheme as follows:

u0
i =1[−L,L](xi) for i=0,.. .,M, (4.3)

uk+1
i −uk

i

△t
=(J∗uk)i−uk

i − f (uk
i ) for 0≤ i≤M, 0≤ k≤N−1, (4.4)

where

(J∗uk)i =△x

[

1

2
J(x0−xi)u

k
0+

M−1

∑
m=1

J(xm−xi)u
k
m+

1

2
J(xM−xi)u

k
M

]

. (4.5)
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Set α= 0.4 (in this case β= 2
3). In Figures 1 and 2 we present the evolution of u

when L= 1.605 and L= 1.610, respectively. In Figures 3 and 4 we plot u(t,0) for
0≤ t≤200. As can be seen in figures 1-4, the numerical results are in accordance
with our theoretical analyses in Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5. In both cases, u(t,x)=
u(t,−x) for all (t,x) ∈ R and u is decreasing in |x|. Moreover, when L = 1.605,
u(t,0) as a function of t is non-increasing on [0,∞) (t∗ = ∞ in Lemma 2.5) and
there exists some bounded t∗ such that u(t,0) is non-increasing on [0,t∗) and non-
decreasing on [t∗,∞) when L= 1.610. As predicted by Theorem 1.1, there exists
some threshold value L∗∈(1.605,1.610) such that, if L<L∗ , u→0 as t→∞; and if
L>L∗, u→1 on compacts as t→∞.

Figure 1: The numerical solution when L=1.605.
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Figure 2: Plot of u(t,0) when L=1.605.

Figure 3: The numerical solution when L=1.610.
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Figure 4: Plot of u(t,0) when L=1.610.
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5 Concluding remarks

In this work, we have investigated the asymptotic behaviors of solutions to non-
local reaction diffusion equations with a one-parameter family of monotonically
increasing and compactly supported initial data. We proved in Theorem 1.1 that
the solutions may either propagate (converging to 1 uniformly on compacts), be-
come extinct (converging to 0) or converge to a nontrivial stationary wave. In
particular, we have confirmed that the transition from propagation to extinction
is sharp: there is only one threshold value. A few remarks are worth making to
discuss possible interesting extension of the work done in this paper.

1. Suppose that the operator J∗u−u in (1.2) is scaled by a small coefficient ǫ,
i.e.,

ut =ǫ(J∗u−u)− f (u), x∈R, t≥0.

Then the monotonicity assumption in (H2) is replaced by ǫ+ f ′(s)>0 for s∈(0,1).
Thus the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 remain true for ǫ large enough such that ǫ>
maxs∈[0,1](− f ′(s)). The analysis for smaller ǫ, however, is a much more involved
task. In this case, there may exist discontinuous travelling fronts with zero speed

even when
∫ 1

0 f (s)ds 6= 0. See (2.10), Remark 3.6, Section 3 in [4], and Section 5
in [14] for more details.

2. In this work we have only investigated the one-dimensional equations. A
natural followup question is whether similar phenomena occur in high-dimensional
spaces. We expect to tackle this problem by using the comparison principle for
multidimensional nonlocal reaction diffusion equations established in [12].

3. For the sake of simplicity, we present the results only for a particular fam-
ily of initial data u(0,x) = 1[−L,L](x). There is no essential difficulty with other
monotone one-parameter families of continuous and bounded initial data with
compact support. This has been worked out by Du and Matano [20] for one-
dimensional autonomous reaction diffusion equations, and then by Poláčik [34]
for multidimensional nonautonomous reaction diffusion equations.
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